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We are now to take up the next hypothesis i.e.,H2 that 

hn~ ta d~~l ~P~Difl~~lly wibh bh~ qu~atian~; ralatad to IRDP. 

Howevr, to have a clearer conception about its impact we got to 

know as what really IRDP is. Is it a novel concept derived by the 

Indian practitioners on rural development or :a concept borrowed 

from some other sources. The present chapter will give us an idea 

to that direction. 

The Second World War having come to an end by the mid--

forties of this century, the world was observed to be virtually 

divided ~nto two distinct camps. One r~presenting the rich 

nations was termed as that of the developed countries and the 

other one was the con~lommeration of the poor countries for whom 

the economic definition changed from 'underdeveloped countries' 

(UDC"s) to' less developed countries" (LDC's) 
I 

to finally 

developing countries with a view not to ;hamper the social 

respectability of the poor countries. 

Just as there were identified two distinct categories 

of countries, it should be pointed out, there were also efforts 

on to consider a way out such that the so; called underdeveloped, 

less developed or developing countries could be brought out of 

the clutches of such structural impasse. A new branch .developed 

in the economic literature bearing the nomenQiature of 'Economics 

of Development The first such attempt may be credited to 

Colin ~lark's analysis of the changes in use of labour with 

rising income in his 'The Conditions of :Economic Progress· 

published in 1940 1 . ,And from then on thousands 
I 

of published, 

. materials have been added to the ~iterature bn the Economics of 

Development. 
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Upto the late sixties the main prescription Umt 

emerged out of the painstaking researches of hundreds of 

development economists was to try to follow a path of development 

generally dsscribsd as that of modernisation based on rapid 

industrialization and urbanisation. The Lawiaian veraion2 of 

development that argued in ~utting more emphasis on capital 

accumulation and therby providing employment to the large army of 
' 

unemployed but potenlial labour force in the developing countries 

was one of the strong gillars on which such an argument regarding 

the path of development rested. Moreover~ the argument of big 

pu~h or critical mir1imum effort also gained c~rrency during this 

period3_ Such an assessment regarding the causes of 

underdevelopment naturally put more emphasis on growth - to be 

specific - accelerated growth - of the gross domestic products qf 

the poor countries. To put in other words, the decades of the 

fifties and the sixties were earmarked ,rather proposed to be the 

decades of growth only. However, there also came the question of 

improving the living standard of the irihabitants of such 

countries in general and further that,of the heavily downtrodden ° 

residents of the poor countries in particula~- There can be no 

denial of the fact the literature on development economics put 

' considerable emphasis on such problem. Unfortunately, the 

problem mentioned above met with little.' symp~thy from the 

development economists and planners ~n gene~al. It ~as argued 
i 

that with a considerably small size of the national cake, it 

would n.ot be prudent to attach much importance on an equal share 

of it. If such was attempted the average standard of living was 

feared to be declining to a pitifully low level with that of the 
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, people in the poorest segment, of course; having improved 

materially=-. Rather the argument was to put all efforts in 

registering a condition of accelerated growth with higher and 

higher emphasis on industrialization in the ·expectation that 

distribution would take care of itself. This is the flavour of 

the so-calied 'trickle down' argument.The whole of the so-called 

'Tr-ickle-down' theory has be~n very iRterestihgly expQsed by a 

scholar in the following words: 

" In the two decades up to the mid--sixties:, most dev~;!lopmen t 
economists agreed that growth in aggregate output should be 
the ove~riding economic objective in developing 
co~ntr{es.The poor would be better off, the argument went, 
if they received a constant share of a rapidly growing pie 
than if they received a larger share o~ a slower growing 
one.Measures to actively redistribute income in favour of 
the poor were to be postponed until the GNP was lat~ger.""' 

Unfortunately such an expectation was belied. A FAD 

~ocumont obser~ed in L979 ; 

"In· the developing countries of the worl~, the per·iod sincEJ 

1965 has been marked by an impressive ;record of overall 

economic progress. Output of goods and services has risen at 

a rate of more than 5 percent a year, ·and food production 

has incr·eased faster than population in most areas. 

Yet, thesE' advances c~nnot mask underlying structural 

p~oblems. Disparities in standards of living 
! 

between ·urban 

and rural areas,and between rich and poo~ within the rur·al 

areas, have steadily increased." 7 

The document further clarified 

I 

"By the mid-sixties almost all developing countries had 
established planning units and adopted :development plans, 
usually of five years duration. The plans had various 
priorities, but the dominant goal was economic growth per se 
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with little, if any, direct planning for equitable 
distribution of benefits....... Despite these success (in 
terms of growth rates), the decade (of ~ixties) was marked 
by a growing awareness of poverty and uriequal distribution 
of wealth. India's Fourth Five Year Pl~n ieported that in 
1967/68 the poorest 10 percent of the country's households 
shared only 3.2 percent of the private consumption of the 
'cbuntry as a whole, while the richest 10 percent absorbed 
23.9 percent. Similarly, Pakistan's Third Five Year Plan 
noted that 40 percent of the households in East Pakistan 
(Now Bangladesh) and 24 percent of thos~ in West Pakistan 

· had mbnthly incomes of less than 100 Pakistani rupees ( US $ 
21) . In ~r i Lanka, t10 percent oJ' tho lwluwhold~; had 

·incomes of less than 200 Ceylonese rupees ( US $ 34) and 80 
percent received less than 400 ( US $ 68) rupees per month 
in 1969 ·-'/0. National da La in thirteen La tin American 
countries for the late sixties showed th~ poorest 20 percent 
of the people r~ceiving only 4.3 perce~t of the national 
income while the wealthiest 5 percent accounted for 32.5 
percent of consumption. Fifteen African' countries showed a 
similar pattern, overall the poorest oneLfifth of the people 
re6eived 5.6 percent of the national p~oduct while the 5 
per-cent with the hi1;!hest incomes absorbed 34. 8 peretm t. " 6 

The information provided above clearly indicate that the 

growth only strategy taken up during the sixties could not 

alleviate pov~~ty rather increased the degree of the problem and 

thereby disproved the trickle--down Lheory. Interestingly, on the 

otherhand, the ~hole phenomenon led to the fear of some scholars 

that .the trickling down effect may be outweighed by the opposite 

effect of "trickling up" under the existing socio-economic 
c 

structure prevailing in the developing countries. However, at 

this point ·of our exposition He do not ,have the liberty to go 

iiato the detail of detail portraying the exis~ing socio-economic 

structure of the developing nations. Such will be undertaken at 

some .later ~tages of this study. 
i 

The presen~ation of" such a bleak picture portrayed 

during the sixties, interestingly leads us to our point of 

departu're. The on going process of trickling up appeared so 

blatant to look at that by the middle of the seventies, everyone 
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at the helm of affairs got awe-struck facing ~uch a reality. The 

' 
United Nations Economic and Social Council en~orsed the following 

statement of common goals in 1976 : 

that 

"A primary objective should be to impr-ove the quality of 
life of the rural poor. This implies the involveme~t of the 
rural poor in the development process ~nd requ1res their 
participation in the decision making process and the 
implementation of the decisions. It presupposes that the 
rural poor will gain increased ecohomic opportunities 
through productive and remunerative em~loyment~ increased 
actess to resources and an equitable distribution of income 
and wealUl. The· mobilization oi· til£~ lHH"'i-"{lies .:And n:~sources 

. of the. rura 1 poor· themselves em£:.>rges as th~::• key fac.: tm.. in 
increasing both their productivity and their self-reliance. 
Such mobilization requires the formation, adaptation and' 
strengthening of community structures, including 
organiz.ations of the rural poor. " 9 

A study of which we have alre~dy mentioned noted 

"the expansion of industrial manufactur.ing alone cannot 

be expected to solve the unemployment ahd underemployment 

problem in most developing countries. A manufacturing sector 

employing 2IZIY. of the labour force wouldi need to increase 

employment ·by 15Y. per year merely to absorb the increment .in a 

total work force growing at an annual rate of 3Y. • The required 

rate of increase of manufacturing output is' even greater than 

15Y. if incr·ease in labour productivity are taken into account. 

In the light of these orders of magnitude, the contribution of 

the industrial sector to employment growth over the last decade 

has been disappointing in many developing economies. In a 

number of countries in Latin America and Africa, despite 

significant irivestments in manufacturin~, employment in the 

sector- grew less rapidly than population, and: l.n some cases even 

declined 1n abso.lute terms .. a ... 0 

Thus then: is observPd a shift fr·,lm thr>. qr·owth only 
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strategy to one· of growth with (re) distribution for· the 

development of the not well-to--do countries.J..t.. Of course, the 

towards such a shift could be observed to have emerged 

by the late sixties, although in the form of fragmented national 

policies. The Fourth Five Year Plan=of India did refer to the 

concept of development with social justice. Perhaps the first 

concerted move to approve of such a strategy of development with 

sqcial justice was initiated in 1972 when the FAO/SIDA Symposium 

Ull ()gr-ar ian lnstitulion was held in Horne ( -t rom 21st.;)U!lP lo 

28th. June). And from then on a number of semi·nars, symposia, 

conferences and work5hops be it at the regional, national 

international levels were organised to chalk; out the necessary 

strategy to combat the growing menance · ~f poverty the 

denial of social justice -- in all the de:veloping economies ... 

The ECOSOC end6rsement came as a routine af:fair in the midst 

·of the steady 

necessary by all 

and continuous change in the strategy considered 

at thE' helm of the af·fairs iwith a view to wipe 

out poverty. 

As a way ou~ to help solve the problem of dire poverty, 

a new concept wa~ coined by the experts the concept of 

Integrated Rural Development (hereinafter referred to as IRD ). 

What is "the underlying message of IRD ? The experts are 

not unaninmous in providing 

programme. Some think it 

socio-psychological ~hanges 

Another group considers IRD 

approach 

contents 

towards development. 

and procedures 
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to be an action scheme involving 

of the people albeit gradually-'-"' 

to usher in a social organi~:;ation 

To them it is a programme having 

social for making changes in 



organisationl3_ There is ariot.her school of t~ought. that regards 

IRD as a str~tegy for acheiving the given objectives by 
; 

synchronization of efforts, meaningful link~ges - backward or 

forward between activities and more effective co-ordination 

betw~en various concerned agencies.14 

The Reccommendation of Expert Constptation on Policies 

and Institution for lntet~ratod Rural Devolopnwnt held in Colon~bo 

(from 21st. to 30th. Oct.1975) may give us som~ overview of the 

concepts behind IRD. It was argued t~erein .that the concept of 

IRD was comparatively of a recent origin and was still in the 

proce~s of evolution. Hence, they argued neit~er to conceive IRD 

in a very rigid manner, nor even to maintain a hazy idea about 

it. They intended the IRD to be properly !distinguished from 

other programmes such 'as the community development programme. 

They conceptualized IRD as having twoifacets. One as an 
1 

'end and other as means. In spite of these; two facets being 
\ 

interr&lated~ it was· argued that those two c~uld be ideritified 

separutety. 

"As an end,. IRD may be conceived as having an integr·ative 
chara6ter in two senses. Firstly, IRD ~eeks to integrate 
mult'iple objectives namely more productithn, more employment 
and more equitable distribution of income. Secondly, IRD 
aims at integration of the low income s~gments particularly 
s~all farm~rs, tenant and agricultural labour with the rest 
of the rbral community by ensurin~ them a better 
Participati6n in the production pro6ess, and a moro 
equitable sl1are in the benefits of dovelopment." 
"l\s a means, IHD signifies integration in the operational 
strategy. +mpJ::i.ci t in IRD is the 'recognition that a number 
of rural d~velopment programmes and rurJl institutions are 
mutually re-inforcing and have a ' high degree of 
complementarity_ Hence their impact )is likely to be 
manifold if their sg~tial layout and iime sequences are 
properly arranged. "15 

Intorr:)stinJ~ly, ·whoroas the above in erpretat:ion of lHD 
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pul so much r~mphasis on the word ·integrated;' ther-e are other· 

interpretations of it conceiving the whole programme as a 

philosophy of development. We may cite a typi¢al example. 

"The concept of IRD goes beyond' redress o,f poverty of target 
group of rural population and requires conscious policy to : 
i) narrow the gap between urban-rural life and ii) reduce 
disparity between various income groups. The expectation is 
that those at the bottom of the la~der with limited 
opportunity and minimal share in the decision making 
process~ makes substantial gains on both counts so that the 
stratification would be less vertical, more flexible with 
wider options for an ever increasing nu~ber and so that a 
more creative egalitarian society would ~merge without the 
risk of violent erruption, which ~auld be more productive by 
activating the dormant producti~i ty of .those !ldho are by
pa~sed to provide a wide base for a be~~er quality of life 
for most people.".1. 6 

This interpre~ation was further de~eloped by the ESH 

Division Staff of FAD in June 1974. 

"The essence of IRD approach may be summarized as 
i) adoption of a rural development philosophy which leads 
to modernization ·and integretation of the rural masses into 
the society as whole~ giving them more equal access to 
productive resources, employment and income, and ii) 
recognition by governments that strong political will on a 
continuing basis is a prerequisite to change. Without this 
·quality• of integration there will :be no meaningful 
improvement of the quality of lif~ of the rural 
·people. " 17 

Thus we observe a further emphasis on "integration'but 

not just on the integration of strategies or that of activities. 

Rather {he emphasis was laid more on the quality of integration -

the economic, ~;oc:ial and the political philosophy lying behind 

such a neccessity for integration. Such a holistic concept was, 

however, presento/d by L.~. Moore in 1973 where he argued 

"IRD is made up of many elements. These link together 
in an interrelated manner, in programmes of IRD. The sum of 
these elements constitutes a synt.hesis 9t the concept as a 
whole. Althouqfl the id~::~a of IrW maybe approached from 
tJ_jf'fpr·Pil\ <.,jtll·'~,·,, il_ l!.o Ullli...H·y 111 lldl"\Jr"E;> rJu_-~ 

Lt>rnpruhL'Il!;.iv•:o dpprn<H II 11f IHD urnw•,·, UIJI: t:d lllu nPC'd lu <ll:o:~ck 

nnlltiplc• c·au<>(::'<:> uf pDvr>r·ty and dualism 'fuu1Jc! in r-ural <tr·ea" •• 
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These causes include high birth rates, under and 
unemp loynwnt, lack of acee~::s l:o agriGu 1 tu ra 1 inputs and kilo;.:~--
how,lack or sol:id rllral iustitui.ions and authentic 
partjcipation and ]aek of oducat:ion and health." 1 0 

However, 011 the whole JHJ) i~; to be thought aL> u d1:vi(~O 

for "improving living standards of the mass 'Of the low income 

population residing in rural areas and making the process of 

their development self-sustaining. It has the following 

implications: 

First, improving 1 i ving standard~> of the subsj ~) tence 

population involves mobilization and allocation of resources in 

ord e 1:" to reach a des i. ruble ba lanee over t iDle lH~ tween Uw we 1 fare 

and productive services available to the subsistence rural 

sector. 

Second, mass participation requi~es ensuring that 

resources are allocated to low income regions and classes and 
I 

that the productive and social services actually reach the mass 

of substinence population. 

Third, making the process self- sustaining requires the 

development of the appropriate skills and implementing capicity 

and the presence of ~nst~tutions at the local, regional and 

national level to ensure the effective use of existing resource, 

for continued development of the subsistence sector. Self-

sustenance that means 'involving · as distinct from simply 

'rnaching'the subsistence population through development 

p:togrammes~"19 

Mosher, like Lele does not use the prefix 'integrated.· 
I 

Still his definition of 'Rural Development" appears more 

pomprehensive when he argues that it is a trend in the 

31 
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tt~r lllll>.luqie._;,orqdnj._;al inns, activi tip~; and valuer:; IYf sociE.>ty that 

1 ) increases the opportunities of all it~ rural people 

vigrous health, broadening mental horiz~ons 

knowledge and skills, u.nd expand in~) opportuni tic~s 

partie ipa h~ both constructively and plr~asurabl y in 

activities of their culture; 

2) progressively provides more ef ·feet .i ve mF.!ans 

adjusting as. pr~acefull y as possible the corlflicts 

injustice that invariably arises as technological and 

cultural changes take place; 

for 

to 

u-,;:., 

f nr· 

and 

3) maintains or progressively approaches. an optimum balance 

bPlween r·ural person·._, opportunit-ies for fn?.Ply chosen self 

expression and the corporate needs of the culture in which 

he lives; and 

4) increasingly brings all present and potential farm land 

into it~ most effective use -

all without irrepairable damage to the Earth's eco--

sys tern." ::<."f.'J 

To cite the recognition of the inter-action betwef-!ll ll1c• 

social and economic factors, we may quote :IRD is a "concept and 

approach to planned ch~nges in rural areas. it is based on the 

assumption .that economic and social progress are mutually 

reinfor~ing, that all natural, technical, economic, s·ocial and 

institutional ipter-relationships and their changes a..-e taken 

into ~ccount and they are combined in such a way as to serve the 

well being of" men and social integration as t11e ultimate goal. " 2
.._ 

In fact Dr.E.M.Ojala, Ex·-Assi stan t Diector General 

Economic & Social Depatment, FHD in llisopening speech to the 
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~.)dna(' I ljl I Ill:'£! , "1 nD 1 <.::. t l1c' 11r· 1111. i.pd 1 Jf liD t. l hr.• 0111 y 

CDIICPplltal and operational framework within which these twin 

objPctives p•·-oduct.ion and participation can be jointly 

attained at a high I'd te of prorJuc tion increase. It ia not 

tn •-,dcr i I Jl l' par ti.t:J.paliun Lu ni.Jli.l.iJn pr·oduc l i un 

gains. In some African countries, I have seen 
l 

family output 

increases of 1~0 per cent in 3 - 5 years under well-adopted IRD 

proqr·ammes. " 22 

W.Haque and others went a bit furtrier when they opb:~d 

tor fundamental 'humanistic values of development having the 

following five inseparable elements : 

i} man as the end of development, which lS ;therefore to 

be judged by what it does to him 

ii) de-alienation of man in the ~ense that he feels at 

home with the process of development in ~hich he becomes the 

iii) deveiopment of collective personality of man in which 

he finds his richest expression; 

iv) participation as the true form of democracy; 

v) self-reliance as the ~xpression of man's faith in his own 

abilities." 23 

Keeping these sorts of arguments in mind M.A. Zaman in 

'Some Aspects of Intregrated Rural Developme~t· r.ai.sed certain 

pertinent question~, regardingthe concept of ~RD ~specially when 

it is, the prefix ·integrated'. 
i 
i 

"Is it a specific programme by itself, such as say 
minor irrigation schemes are, or is it an 'umbrella' name 
wh ic,h has no specificity but consists of sPvera l 
rnultisectoral activities, their number) and nature~ being 
indicatios of ;the direction and comprehensiveness of IRG 
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programmes in a eom1 try'? 
Ir IHD i!:> on I y a ·collective noun us uguinsl. a 

proper noun· could it at all have any line of function in 
the sense of being the subject. o.f an imr)l<~mentill/J uge1wy? 
Or is it best understood as a coordinating mechanism. 
responsihle for staff-work and for moni~oring the various 
aspects of the progranime?"24 

In the remaining part of the present chapter we shall 

attempt at searching for some satisfactory answers to the 

questions raised above. However, to be able to provide 

acceptable answers to the quarries set to ourselves we should be 

aware of as to what has been conceived to the operational 

framework regarding the implementation of' . IRD programmes. 

To the prop on en ts of I RD, the conception is a mu 1 ti ·· 

facated one. From the point of view of imple~entation, it is a 

-~ollective noun', integrating several programmes and policieR,be 

they wete differentiated earlier on the spatial count, or say, in 

the context of the implementing agencies. Whereas, from the point 

of view of internalization,it is very much a 'proper noun',if not 

an 'abstract noun·. 'l'he integration at the !implementing level 

will lead to a result that is expected to giv~ rise to a flavour 

having a different character from what would .have been obtained 

by a mere integration of the results arrived at froru 
! 

·disintegrated implementation of the same pol~cies and programmes. 

Klitga.ard25 provides an interesting framework for 

analysing IRD _ Although our airu is not to go for analysing IRD 

using the frame~ork provided by him, a detailed stint at it may 

open up certain idea~:; to tackle the question as to whether IHD is 

an "abstract noun or not. Klitgaard argues that if IRD 1s 

based on the assumption that some inputs in the rural production 

funntion are nomplementa~y and such necessitates to go for 
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integration at the level of implementation, the quest.ions that 

"1.Which goods and services exhibit complernentarit_y? To wh.at 

extent and what levels of output ? 

2. Why r:an' t con<;umP.rs t.hemsPlves intPIJral:e the goods 

services optimally? (Is it due to (a) externalities among 

consumer •.;, (b) tr·ansac Lion costs and (c) con':',urner iunuranc:p 

(?) How 

problems? 

would the integrat.ion of SUQQ..li,e~~ overcome these 

Might other measures be preferable, such as 

adjusting prices or providing education and information 7 " 

He then sets the 'following argumc:~n ts under 

assumption that integrated agenc1es achieve economies of combined 

pruduct.ion whit::ll lnoo n:>fr::.•rs to a~:; a concept of surHo-r· additivity: 

"1. Does integration allow resoul-ces to be reallocated amono 

agencies ? If so~ with what gains and efficiency? Is i. t 

to) the 'comparative advantages· , of the differe>nt 

agencies in planning, mar·keting, delivery etc. (?) Could the 

desired re-allocation or imp,rovemen t be done with 

integration .__, Are there also risks of m.isdl lucatiun~'' l. f 

agencies a~e integrated ? 

2. How large are the economies of scale from merging {parts 

of) different agencies ? 

3 .. Do agencies produce ~ollective good~ (for each 

t.hat wi l l undr:>r-- provided if not ·:;uppJ ied l.n an 

integrated fashi.on? 

q .• To v.;ha t ex tent agencies affect ecall 

exter·nalities (Have we to) considPI" pr·oduc lion 

especially lumpy investments .in capita~, space and time, 
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such as infrastructure (?) How well can independent agencies 

adjust to externalities without integra~ing ? Might better 

information exchange be a preferred solution ~J " 

Klitgaard proceeds further the following 

hypotheses: 

a) Integration creates a sort of monopoly. 

b)· Integration allows financial diversification (portfolio 

effect). 

c) Vertical integration permit agencies to overcDme 

imperfect markets between them, ind:luding transactions 

costs. 

d) Integration entails direct financial costs. 

e) Integration involves indirect managerial costs. 

f) Integration is complex It forgoes economies of 

specialization. 

And then he raises a number of questions corresponding to every 

il.S'O'.umption. Regarding assumptions (a), •the queries are: 

i) Would an administrative monopoly be beneficial ? 

ii) What negative consequences may be caused as a result of 

greater ease of co-optatiqn by eli u~~ .. ;' 

corruption,politicization and excessive expansion, as well 

as resistance by regions without an integrated project and 

by line agencies ? 

In the cootext of assumption (b),'he questions : 
I 

' 
i) Can integrated agencies enjoy benefits of portfolio 

effect ? 

ii) Is it not so that same benefits can be achieved more 

effectively through financial market~~ investments and so 
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forth ? 

Coming to the assumption (c), Klitga~rd argues : 
1 

i) Do agencies engage in "transactions1 with each other 

analogous to purchase of inputs and the ~ale of outputs ? 

ii) How would integration luR0L these tra~sactions costs and 

to what extent ?· 

In consider~tion with the next one, the question 1s 

quite straight forward : 

What are the direct financial costs of integration ? So far 

.as the assumption (e) regarding indirect managerial costs is 

concerned the quirri~s are : 

i) How large are the learning costs ? 

ii) How serious will the bureaucratic resistance be ? 

iii) Are the managerial tools available for inducing agencies 

to integ·rate ? 

And finally-the question vis-a-vis the assump~ion (f) are 

i) How different is the management of the integrated effort 0 

from that of the separate agencies ? 

ii) How large are the r_e.t.w:.ns to sveciailizat.io.n.? To what 

extent is specialization sacrifiped 
i 
i 
\in the attempt to 

· integrate ? 

' 
Testing of the hypot~etical assumption iri the light of 

the questions raised alongside will prove or disprove the 

efficacy of integration over separate-ag~ncy-programmes 
I 

of 

development. Whatever may be the result obtained out of such a 

rigorous testing schedQle, it is clear that even if "integration· 
.! • 

is successful, it has to cross over a number ~f serious obstacles 

each of which even individually are very much difficult to 
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overcome. 

Although• the stage i~ set to find a~ to whether IRD is 

a proper or a 'crillective" noun following Klitgaard"s framework 

of analysis, we may rather take a complete: right turn even 

without going through such a rigorous testing, to infer that IRD 

rather is an 'abstract"noun,in relation to the taeget group the 

being, such an achievement can really be attained in 

t ht• abstract:. One can never concr·etizlo: the WllOl(.;> uf 

overcoming the number pf difficult hurdles, a~ready poi~ted out 

to attain the goal. Just as it is impossible to concretize 

·truth",' virtue· or :wisdom" it is equally 
i 

impossible to 

concretize IRD and the associated abstract concept of 'social 

justice· along with them. Further, we shall observe in in course 

of our· analysis that in relation to the tile 

programme, IRD has turned out to be a 'material noun Such an 

in a nutshell prdvides us with the answer to thE.'? 

second research question related to H2. Howev~r, we have to wa~t 

till we pass on to the next hypothesis in order, i.e., H3 which 

will substantiate our argument clearoly in view of the Indian 

experience vis-a-vis IRD. 
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Notes 

1. See Clark (1940) 

2. See Lewis (1954) & (1958) 

3~ See Rosenstein-Rodan (1943) 

4. Bose (1989) provides a sketchy sprvey of the 'Old 

Development Economics· 
,. 

where he argues (1) economic 

stagnation is to be broken t!hrough ( 2) 

accumulation of material resources .and (3) mobilization 

of underemployed rural labour 5 by, (4) state planning 

directed by' (5) an economically activist state? and 
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